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Preparatory meeting

A preparatory meeting of the Working Group of European Parliament's Delegation
took place on 10 July 2012 in Brussels.

During the meeting the Chair presented the results of the Bureau meeting of 6 June
2012 modifying the works of the Delegation and the PCC. He also informed that the
Russian Co-Chairman of the PCC Mr Andrey Klimov would be leaving the Duma and
would become a member of the Federation Council. This, according to the Russian
side, should not have any influence on the preparations of the Working Group
meeting.

The main issues discussed during the meeting were:

 New draft NGO law in Russia: The EU was worried with the current wording
of the new draft law on NGOs which had been passed by the Duma in first
reading, which provides for 'foreign agent' status to Russian NGOs funded
from abroad and working in the political sphere. A group of international
human rights organisations, including Article 19, Civil Rights Defenders,
Frontline Defenders, Human Rights House Foundation and others, planed to
call on Russian Parliamentarians to reject the bill on 'foreign agents'.

 Other recent laws influencing the civil society: the new law on freedom of
assemblies has increased penalisation of illegal assemblies - fines have been
increased from 5000 to 1.5 million rubbles (from 125 to 40 000 Euros). The
Duma is also working on a law on internet aiming at restriction of access to
pornography for minors but which, according to a number of watchdog
organisations, could be used as restriction of access to information in a much
wider sense.

 OSCE Parliamentary Assembly resolution on Magnitsky: on 8 July the OSCE
PA passed a resolution calling on all OSCE member states to impose visa
sanctions and asset freezes on people who are responsible for the false arrest,
torture and murder of Sergei Magnitsky, and the corruption he had uncovered.
In the resolution, the OSCE Parliamentary Assembly stated that the
harassment and torture of Sergei Magnitsky in custody was and remains
politically motivated. The OSCE resolution expressed “regret” that the
Russian authorities exonerated officials involved and deplored the posthumous
prosecution launched against Magnitsky by the Russian government.

 EU-Russia Civil Society Forum (item presented by Mr Fraser Cameron,
Director of the EU-Russia Civil Society Forum): launched in March 2011 in
Prague by 57 representatives of civil societies in Russia and 16 EU Member
States acting as a permanent common platform for cooperation and
coordination of civil society organisations from Russia and the EU to develop
common positions of civil society groups. During the last EU-Russia summit
President Putin complemented the works of the Forum.
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 Religious freedom in Russia: Mr Cornelis de JONG presented the
implementation of the law on extremism in Russia and its influence of the
religious minorities in the country. He urged the Working Group to meet with
representatives of the religious minorities during the Working Group meeting.

The Chair presented the draft program of the Working Group in Saint Petersburg. The
Members proposed to add a number of issues and a number of invitees.

Development of the mission

The final composition of the EP component of the Working Group was the following:
Mr Knut FLECKENSTEIN (Chair), Mr Werner SCHULZ (1st Vice-Chair),
Ms Elisabetta GARDINI, Mr Slawomir NITRAS, Ms Ria OOMEN-RUITEN,
Mr Richard SEEBER, Mr Justas PALECKIS, Mr Csaba TABAJDI, Ms Kristiina
OJULAND, Mr Marek MIGALSKI and Mr Slatcho BINEV.

The EP Delegation arrived on 29 August and had meetings with the LGBT movement
and with the EU diplomatic corps accredited in Saint Petersburg.

On the next day the Working Group held its first session entitled: the role of the civil
society in the EU and in Russia. It was followed by a meeting of the European Club in
the afternoon, which was devoted to the European choice of Russia.

On the 31 August the Working Group held its second session devoted to the
interaction of civil society and government (best practices) which was attended by a
significant number of representatives of various Russian NGOs.
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Wednesday, 29 August 2012

Representatives of LGBT organisations
Mr Igor KOCHETKOV, Mr Valery SAZAYEV, Mr Ivan TIKHONOV (all LGBT
Network), Ms Polina SAVCHENKO (‘Vikhod’), Ms Manny de GUERRE (‘Bok
obok’)

Meeting in the context of increased pressure on LGBT organisations with, for
example, the entry into force in St Petersburg in March 2012 of a law banning
homosexual "propaganda" to "protect children" (similar laws are enforced in 6 other
oblasts and may be adopted at the Federal level).

EU Member States diplomats accredited in Saint Petersburg including briefing
on the situation of the civil society in Russia
Represented EU Member States: BE, BG, CZ, DE, EL, ES, FI, FR, LT, NL and UK.
The debate focused on the positions of the EU Member States on current problems of
the EU-Russia relations. Special focus was given to the problems of the civil society.

Thursday, 30 August 2012

Mr KLIMOV opened the meeting by suggesting possible topics for future discussions
("integration into the European space" and "cooperation with the CIS").

Mr FLECKENSTEIN suggested that MEPs may have a different understanding of
"civil society" and that a discussion should take place regarding the relationship
between the State and the civil society. He outlined positive developments (increase
of people's interest in politics as shown by the 2011/2012 demonstrations) and the
negative ones (laws on demonstrations - 06/06, on the use of the Internet - 11/07 and
on the NGOs - 13/07), arguing that NGOs need to cooperate with those abroad.

Mr KLIMOV stated that the discussions on that day should not be about civil society
in Russia and that this civil society cannot be "constructed in London or Washington".
On Pussy Riot, if a similar event occurred in Europe, the sentence would also be
severe. He then presented a book (Russian Civil Society Present and Future, 2000) as
the result of a Duma seminar on the issue. He defined "civil society" as "everything
not governed by the state" and, quoting Putin, stated that "the Russian state should
catch up with civil society". However, at a later stage he recommended a top-down
management approach of civil society in Russia.

Ms DMITRIEVA praised the role of civil society organisations in the Russian
elections whilst condemning the Pussy Riot stunt ("hooliganism") as not
representative of Russian civil society and discrediting the opposition. Later, she
pointed out that civil society organisations did not support Fair Russia in their request
for a recount in Saint Petersburg but also welcomed the creation of political parties by
some of these (under the new legislation on political parties).

Mr SCHULZ defined civil society as a "society of emancipated and participating
citizens" and argued in favour of adequate consultations notably in cases of building
projects. On Pussy Riot, he stated that European theologians have declared the stunt
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as a non-blasphemy in that it was a political protest and stressed that in Europe they
would be fined, not jailed.

Mr FLECKENSTEIN disagreed with Mr KLIMOV's statement about the civil society
coming "from above". He underlined that the State should provide the "right
conditions" (and no repression) and pointed out that both the society and the State
would benefit from a vibrant civil society.

Mr MIGALSKI agreed that Pussy Riot are not representative of the Russian civil
society, that they are maybe "artistic hooligans" but that the sentence was
unacceptable.  He emphasized the need for democracy (free and fair elections) and of
free media in order to solve the "problems" between State and media. He deplored the
imprisonment of Khodorkovsky and death of Magnitsky.

Ms OOMEN-RUIJTEN noted that the MEPs were not present to "teach lessons". She
highlighted the need for Rule of Law, impartial judiciary and individual and cultural
rights for citizens including the right to demonstrate. She referenced the recent
comments by the Venice Commission.

Ms OJULAND welcomed the increase in civil society activity in Russia and asked
about the impact of recent legislation. She noted that part of the civil society does not
"feel safe" in Russia and made reference to the expected ousting of Mr Gudkov from
the Duma.

Mr KAZAKOVTSEV deplored the decreasing population in some Russian regions,
arguing that young people should be educated to return to these. He criticised Mr
Navalny's actions as unconstructive.

Mr PALECKIS conceded some problems in the EU and suggested that links between
Members of Parliaments, youth, businessmen, artists and scientists should be
increased in Russia and beyond.

Mr Andrey MALKOV, a representative from St Petersburg Civil Council presented
his organisation, which focuses on young people. He highlighted the importance of
supporting the opposition and the fact that the latter should be well represented at all
levels.

Mr Alexsander KARPOV, Head of Expertise Centre ECOM, explained the work
undertaken during the electoral period and deplored the amount of human resources
needed to produce the administrative paperwork required under the current
legislation. Consequently, the effectiveness of NGO work is decreasing. He criticised
both the state funding of NGOs and the limitations imposed on self-financing as
conducive to a division into "loyal" and "non-loyal" NGOs. He stated that "the State
only reacts through restrictive legislation", including on "voluntary activities".

Ms Elena MIKHAILOVA, who works for an organisation supporting children,
deplored the lack of engagement with young persons. She expressed concern
regarding growing nationalism and the "NGO law" (for which NGOs were not
consulted). She thanked the EU for its (external) financial contributions and warned
that "the greater the state influence, the more difficult for civil society to be active".
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Ms OOMEN-RUIJTEN repeatedly asked Mr KLIMOV to define the expression
"political NGOs" that are targeted by the "NGO law". She also deplored the lack of
definition of the word "extremism" used in other pieces of legislation.

Ms OJULAND illustrated the impact of EU civil society through the ACTA
legislation example. She emphasised the importance of international cooperation
between NGOs, even if they are "political" and asked why the Russian authorities
oppose this.

Mr SCHULZ defined the NGO law as stigmatising and stressed that some
organisations (Golos, Helsinki group and other) would happily give up foreign
funding if the State supported them. He warned of potential radicalisation of the
Russian society if civil society is suppressed.

Mr LIKHACHEV assessed that Russia is making "good progress" towards democracy
and pointed out the prior use of civil society organisations by the US for
"intelligence", calling for caution in the light of the colour revolution experiences. He
called for a representative for ethnicity to be appointed in Moscow and for the
continuation of the Programme for Modernisation with the EU.

Mr FLECKENSTEIN stated, in closing of the first meeting, that opposition
candidates have the right to be heard in Russia. On the definition of "political NGOs",
he warned that many doing advocacy work for example could be considered as
"political" even if their activities are not of such a nature.
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Friday, 31 August 2012

Ms Elena SHAKHOVA representing Citizen's Watch detailed the organisation's work
as regards judicial reform and freedom of information and outlined the sources of its
funding (50% from the Russian State, 40% from the EU and 10% from other
international NGOs). She called for a strengthening of the EU-Russia dialogue,
particularly as regards Human Rights issues which, according to her, are crucial to
Russia's economic and social development.

Mr Dmitry PRITYKIN from the regional branch of Memorial in Saint Petersburg
explained that "cooperation" with the State is not always successful, a situation
similar to that during the Soviet period. He pointed out that support is comparatively
better in "Western" states. Responding to a question from Mr MIGALSKI, Mr
PRITYKIN detailed the origin of Memorial's funding which is 20% state support and
80% from abroad.

Mr Alexander DROZD from Lawyers for Civil Society described his organisation as
supporting NGOs and civil activists in 40 regions. It cooperates with the Duma, the
Presidential services and the Justice Ministry including on the NGO law. He assessed
that tradition is the problem when it comes to civil society's relationship with the State
but he argued that civil servants are genuinely trying to address this.

Mr Gregory SVERDLIN presented his organisation which assists homeless people in
cooperation with health and social services. He deplored the low State subsidies and
the little cooperation at regional and national levels when, he assessed, his
organisation is actually more efficient than relevant state agencies. He criticised the
NGO law and, following Mr KLIMOV's comment that the law would not affect his
organisation, Mr SVERDLIN responded that it could indeed be classified as
"political" due to the lobbying carried out.

Ms Olga YAKOVLEVA, from an environmental organisation, deplored the lack of
civil society consultation before major constructions are approved in Russia.
Organisations are requested to submit a written opinion which is then ignored by the
authorities. Their 4 applications for a local referendum were all dismissed on
technicalities (misspelt names etc).

Prof. Tatiana ROMANOVA from St Petersburg State University argued in favour of a
bottom-up approach to civil society rather than the other way round (the state "cannot
create" civil society). She explained that most Russians worry more about their
economic rights rather than their political ones. She rejected the sentence against
Pussy Riot as "excessive".

Ms Elena MIKHAILOVA added that civil rights in Russia were better defended in the
1990s during the economic difficulties. She questioned the nature of the organisations
that will benefit from increased state funding from 2013.

Mr KLIMOV proceeded to read out the list of NGOs that would not be affected by the
NGO law: those related to sciences, culture, art, social security, health, "protection of
mothers", religion and municipal activities. When asked whether Human Rights
defenders would also be excluded, he did not provide an answer. He stated the law is
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about protecting the State and that the targeted NGOs that do not register
appropriately will "get attention from the State".

Ms OOMEN-RUIJTEN asked for clarifications regarding the implementation of the
NGO Law, in particular regarding the announced "explanations" by the Ministry for
Justice, expected in September before an entry into force in November.

Mr SCHULZ expressed concerns regarding the rapidity of the adoption of the NGO
Law and the potential for its "broad interpretation". He pointed out the already
cumbersome administrative procedures imposed on Russian NGOs. He later criticised
the stigmatisation caused by the NGO law and called for terrorist organisations to be
fought in another way.

Mr SEEBER asked about the status of citizens' initiatives that are not NGOs, about
the way NGOs will be funded in the future and about how "borderline cases" will be
managed.

Mr SHUDEGOV reminded his party's opposition to the NGO law which affects the
latter's independence, a problem also experienced by the media. He suggested that the
Ministry of Justice should focus on the foreign funding of organisations in the North
Caucasus instead.

Ms DMITRIEVA called the Pussy Riot stunt "soft hooliganism" and their sentencing
"disproportionate". She explained that Fair Russia abstained from voting on the NGO
law during its third reading (3 Fair Russia MPs from St Petersburg voting against).
She suggested defining "political" according to participation in elections, thus
excluding those that only observe these. She warned that the difference between
"good" and "bad" funding will be made according to whether the authorities agree
with an organisation's activities or not.

Mr KAZAKOVTSEV deplored the "lack of a middle class" in Russia (between 10
and 12% of the population according to him) and called for a better "education" of the
opposition, including through increased travelling abroad. He also criticised
"paternalism" in the State-citizens relationship: the State should provide the "right
environment", including infrastructures in regions, rather than just money.

Mr FLECKENSTEIN then brought up the issue of the "homosexual propaganda" law
by underlining that young people won't be provoked into becoming homosexual with
leaflets and he appealed to the regional assemblies to address the issue.

Mr KLIMOV stated that NGOs created or supported by state and municipal
authorities will not be affected by the new legislation. He also explained that the word
"agent" (in "foreign agent") has many meanings, it is not only derogatory.

In opposition to this, Mr DRODZ called the "foreign agents" wording "scandalous".
He explained that organisations receiving foreign funding have already to produce a
lot of paperwork and he therefore concluded that the new law was mainly about the
negative branding of these organisations.
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Ms OOMEN-RUIJTEN pushed for further clarifications on the NGO law, asking
whether Memorial, Transparency international and Human Rights organisations were
deemed to be "political" and stressing that this is the critical point according to the
Venice Commission.

Mr KLIMOV expressed his exasperation about questions on this topic before
explaining that it will depend on the "type" of Human Rights defended by the
organisations. This would be up to the "judges and prosecutors" to decide.

Following a question by Mr FLECKENSTEIN, Mr ZHELEZNYAK (Deputy Chair of
the Duma and future co-Chair of the PCC) explained the issue related to the expected
ousting of Gennady Gudkov from the Duma. He then moved back to the issue of civil
society and warned that organisations are to be held responsible for providing
"healthy political activity". "Destructive" activity would result in "appropriate
sentences".

Mr KLIMOV concluded the meeting by announcing that he would be soon be
replaced as co-Chair by Mr ZHELEZNYAK.

Conclusions

The visit of the EU-Russia PCC Working Group in Saint Petersburg allowed
Members to discuss with their Russian counterparts the problems of the civil society
in Russia.

Its timing was crucial as it took place right after the adoption of the law on NGOs by
the Russian Duma and before its entry into force. It therefore allowed spreading
information about the planned implementation of the law to the numerous NGO
organisations present during the meeting.

Additionally it was used as a parliamentary platform of discussion with the civil
society in the light of the EU-Russia Civil Society Forum which took place in Saint
Petersburg on 4 October 2012.
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ANNEXES
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EU-RUSSIA PARLIAMENTARY COOPERATION
COMMITTEE

WORKING GROUP

30 - 31 August 2012

SAINT PETERSBURG

FINAL PROGRAMME

Programme Coordination and Contacts:

European Parliament

Michal CZAPLICKI
 +32-2 284 4886

michal.czaplicki@europarl.europa.eu

Claudia SIEGISMUND
 +32-2 284 2293

claudia.siegismund@europarl.europa.eu

Fax +32-2 284 68 31

Mobile phone during mission:

+ 32 498 981 369

Russian State Duma

Gleb RESHETNIKOV
 +7 495-692 2626

Fax +7 495-692-3513
gleb@duma.gov.ru

DG EXPO Security officer number in case of emergency
during the mission : + 32 498 98 33 98

Freephone Crisis Cell number : 0800 13 15 13 15

03.09.2012/MC/cs
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Wednesday, 29 August 2012

Individual arrival of EP Delegation participants
Hotel accommodation : Taleon Imperial

Nevsky prospect 15, Saint Petersburg 191186
Tel. +7(812)324-9911 - Fax: +7(812)324-9957

www.taleonimperialhotel.com

17.00 Meetings of individual Members with representatives of
18.30 LGBT organisations:

 Mr Igor KOCHETKOV (LGBT Network),
 Mr Ivan TIKHONOV, (LGBT Network),
 Mr Valery SAZAYEV, (LGBT Network),
 Ms Polina SAVCHENKO (‘Vikhod’),
 Ms Manny de GUERRE (‘Bok obok’)
venue: Hotel Taleon, "Golden Lounge"

19.00- Meeting with EU Member States diplomats accredited in
20.30 Saint Petersburg including briefing on the situation of
the

civil society in Russia
venue: Hotel Taleon, "Golden Lounge"

Thursday, 30 August 2012

08.45 Departure from hotel by bus

Meeting venue : Tavrichesky Palace, Shpalernaya street 47

09.30- First session "The Role of the civil society in the EU
and
12.30 in Russia"

Opening statements by:

- Mr Andrey KLIMOV, Co-Chair of the EU-Russia
Parliamentary Cooperation Committee

- Mr Knut FLECKENSTEIN,  Co-Chair of the EU-
Russia Parliamentary Cooperation Committee

Exchange of views with:
 Mr Andrey MALKOV, Head of Saint Petersburg public

organization "Centre for Youth Employment
Support "Sodeistvie", representative of St Petersburg Civil
Council;

 Mr Alexander KARPOV, Head of Expertise Centre ECOM
(environmental NGO);

 Ms Elena MIKHAILOVA, Head of Association "St Petersburg
Round Table of Youth and Child Unions", representative of
St Petersburg Civil Council;
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13.00 Lunch hosted by the Deputy Speaker of the State
Duma
Mr Sergey ZHELEZNYAK

venue: Restaurant “Smolnensky”, Proletarskoy Diktatury str. 6

14.15 Transfer from restaurant to Mariinsky Palace by bus

15.00- Meeting of European Club chaired by Mr Andrey
Klimov
18.00 Topic: “European choice of Russia”

Followed by an excursion inside the Mariinsky palace
venue: Mariinsky Palace, Issakievskaya square 6

18.00 Transfer from Mariinsky Palace to hotel by bus

18.30- Meeting with representatives of Russian trade unions
19.30 • Mr Aleksey ETMANOV (Confederation of Labour of

Russia)
• Federation of Independent Trade Unions of Russia
venue: Hotel Taleon, Atrium Cafe lobby

Friday, 31 August 2012

08.30 Departure from hotel by bus

Meeting venue: Tavrichesky Palace, Shpalernaya st. 47

09.00- Second session "Interaction of civil society and
12.00 government. Best practices."

Exchange of views with:
 Ms Irina FLIGE and Mr Dimitry PRITIKYN, Regional

Directors "Memorial" (St. Petersburg branch);
 Mr Grigory SVERDLIN from ‘Nochlezhka’ (this NGO

received support from the EU under a project which
finished in March 2012. It represents and works for the
homeless in St. Petersburg and North-West Russia);

 Ms Elenna SHAKHOVA, "Citizens watch", representative
of the EU-Russia Civil Society Forum;

 Mr Alexander DROZD, lawyer, Non-commercial
partnership "Lawyers for Civil Society";

 Ms Elena MIKHAILOVA, Head of Association "St
Petersburg Round Table of Youth and Child Unions",
representative of St Petersburg Civil Council;

 Ms Tatyana ROMANOVA, Associate Professor of
European Research Department, St Petersburg State
University

 Ms Olga YAKOVLEVA, Institute of Civil Society
(environmental NGO);

12.00 Transport to hotel by bus
pm Individual Departure of EP Delegation participants
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EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT
EU-RUSSIA PCC WORKING GROUP

30 - 31 August 2012

Saint Petersburg

List of Participants

Members :

Mr Knut FLECKENSTEIN
Chairman

S&D, Germany

Mr Werner SCHULZ
1st Vice-Chairman

Greens/EFA, Germany

Mr Slavtcho BINEV NI, Bulgaria
Ms Elisabetta GARDINI EPP, Italy
Mr Marek MIGALSKI ECR, Poland
Mr Sławomir NITRAS EPP, Poland
Ms Kristiina OJULAND ALDE, Estonia
Ms Ria OOMEN-RUIJTEN EPP, Netherlands
Mr Justas PALECKIS S&D, Lithuania
Mr Richard SEEBER EPP, Austria
Mr Csaba TABAJDI S&D, Hungary

Secretariat of the Delegation :

Mr Michal CZAPLICKI Administrator responsible
Mr Julien CRAMPES Adminstrator Policy Department
Ms Claudia SIEGISMUND Adminstrative Assistant

Secretariat of the Political Groups :

Mr Alfredo SOUSA DE JESUS Political Advisor, EPP
Mr Ciprian MATEI Political Advisor, S&D
Mr Rune GLASBERG Political Advisor, ALDE
Mr Maciej PREIDL Policital Advisor, ECR
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European External Action Service (EEAS) :

Mr Michael PULCH Head of Division for Russia, Brussels
Mr Carlos BRITO Political Officer, EU Delegation Moscow

Interpreters  (EN/DE/RU):

Ms Lousie MAYER (team leader)
Ms Andrea HERZOG
Ms Anne FORDER
Ms Evgenia IGNATOVA
Mr Vladislav GLASUNOV
Mr Stanislav KULD

Abbreviations :
EPP European People's Party (Christian Democrats)
S&D Progressive Alliance of Socialists and Democrats
ALDE Alliance of Liberal and Democrats for Europe
Greens/EFA Greens/European Free Alliance

ECR European Conservatives and Reformists
EUL/NGL European United Left/Nordic Green Left
EFD Europe of Freedom and Democracy
NI

______________
03.09.2012/Final/cs
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List of Russian participants for the EU-Russia PCC WG (30-31 August,
SPb)

Deputy Faction Post

Mr Sergey Zheleznyak United Russia Deputy Speaker of the State Duma

Mr Andrey Klimov Member of Committee on Foreign Affairs,
Council of Federation

Mrs Natalia Dementieva Member of Committee on Budget and
Financial Markets, Council of Federation

Mr Oleg Kazakovtsev Member of Committee on Budget and
Financial Markets, Council of Federation

Mr Vasily Likhachev Communist
Party

Member of Committee on CIS Affairs and
Relations with Compatriots

Mr Alexander Vasilenko United Russia Deputy Head of Committee on Natural
Resources, Nature Management and
Ecology

Mrs Oksana Dmitrieva Fair Russia First Deputy Head of Committee on Budget
and Taxes

Mr Sergey Esyakov United Russia Member of Committee on Energy

Mr Alexander Remezkov United Russia Deputy Head of Committee on Civil,
Criminal, Arbitration and Procedural
Legislation

Mr Leonid Simanovsky United Russia Deputy Head of Committee on Budget and
Taxes

Mr. Viktor Sobolev LDPR Member of Committee on Housing Policies
and Housing and Communal Services

Mr. Alexander Starovoitov LDPR Deputy Head of Committee on Transport

Mr Viktor Shudegov Fair Russia Deputy Head of Committee on Education

Mr Alexander Khlopyanov Foreign Affairs, 1 Secretary

Mr Ivan Glushko Foreign Affairs, 1 Secretary

Mrs Elena Khodyreva Mr Klimov’s assistant
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Mr Gleb Reshetnikov Secretariat, State Duma

Mr Nikolay Dankov Secretariat, Council of Federation

Mr Maxim Artamonov Executive office, State Duma


